
A specialised 
Events Agency



Who are Dynamic Thought?
Dynamic Thought was set up at the end of 2017 in response to a gap in the market for a new kind of events agency by Jess and Dave 
who have over 50 years’ experience between them in publishing and events. As such, we consider ourselves to be a pioneer agency 
helping publishers and brands connect, engage and delight their audiences by harnessing the power of innovative and immersive 
creative event concepts. Whether you already have an established events division or whether you are looking to create an events 
portfolio, we can provide strategic live engagement and activation solutions across the B2B, consumer and luxury publishing sectors. 

We are the live experience agency for forward thinking brands

EVENT CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT & MANAGEMENT
Launch, Innovate, Disrupt: In a digital world - Events can bring your brands to life

Event creation is where we excel – it’s all in the ‘Dynamic Thought’.  
This involves the concept, content, and ultimate delivery of the 
event.  The experience, contacts and expertise we have ensures 
that creative ideas fit your brief so we can deliver on the content, 
sponsorship, and management on site. 

Our event concepts focus on the delivery of deep insight-led 
events for our clients, experiences that generate brand advocacy 
and drive sales.  From large scale traditional conferences that 
are content-led to unique personalised experiences, we connect 
brands with their audiences and readers in a meaningful way.  
We do this by creating and delivering immersive and share-
worthy brand events:

 X Conferences & summits

 X Mini expos & trade shows

 X Live brand experiences

 X Sponsorship activation with key advertisers

 X Awards and readership-led events



 X  Program strategy and speaker acquisition

 X  Creation and delivery of event agendas

 X  Engaging and linking in with partners, sponsors and    
 attendees

 X  Project management from inception to onsite

 X  Close collaboration with marketing, sponsorship sales, and   
 logistics teams to ensure commercial success

Aside from the events above we can also work with you on 
creating disruptive experiences that get people talking, or one-to-
one engagements that drive behavioural change and create new 
brand fans.  We always search for the extraordinary in all sectors. 
Our event management and creation involve looking after:

One of the main reasons and aims of our events is to create revenue streams and futureproof 
our client’s businesses whatever industry they operate in



Why choose us?
In today’s digitally saturated business environment, live 
conferences, meetings, and events are more important than 
ever to establish an in-person touch point.  We can help brands 
build better conversations with their clients and consumers 
through events whilst adding to their bottom line!

The importance of creating a brand experience – whether 
at an annual conference, an employee training event or an 
industry exhibition – is ever growing, and with our wealth 
of experiential experience, we are well placed to combine 
the format of traditional events with greater entertainment, 
personalisation and immersive engagement.

We are all about that rare blend of creativity and commercial 
understanding, coupled with an ambition to promote the value 
of truly bespoke experiences. In essence, we are an events 
company that is proud to be different from the rest.

Our Clients



Current Event trends and statistics:
 X In-person events are the most effective form of content marketing 
for B2B marketers (Content Marketing Institute)

 X 81% use in-person events in their B2B marketing strategy *

 X 95% of marketers agree that live events provide attendees with 
a valuable opportunity to form in-person connections in an 
increasingly digital world *

 X The majority of marketers (80%) believe live events are critical to 
their company’s success 

 X The majority of event marketers (63%) plan on investing more 
in live events in the future both in budget and number of events 

 X An overwhelming majority of C-Suite executives (87%) believe 
in the power of live events and plan on investing in them more 
in the future 

 X 87% of directors agree it is easier to communicate face to face 
than on the phone or email 

 X 68% of attendees go on to recommend brands they have 
encountered at events

* Event MB, 2018
   Event Marketing 2018 Benchmarking & Trends Report

The benefits of launching and creating 
an events portfolio:
In today’s market, all brands will need to position themselves not 
just as product and service providers but also have the ability to 
interact directly with their consumers and partners – events can do 
this with key benefits and knock-on effects: 

 X Adds a new revenue stream and a greater ability to distribute 
content

 X Events turn faces to fans with extra exposure to new audiences 
and builds engaged communities

 X Gives value-added services to current readers, industry 
communities and advertisers

 X Can be used to diversify their remit bringing information to 
audiences on a global level 

 X Events represent an opportunity to grow qualified traffic by 
generating online search traffic for brands

 X A portfolio of events can generate a sustained demand 
throughout the year indicating an opportunity to capitalise on 
users’ interest all year round

 X Events can create new strategic partnerships taking your brand 
to new markets



HOW TO CONTACT US
Our creative events start with a consultation so we can design a unique live experience for your brand.
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